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The effectsof recalculationon estimatesof temperatureand oxygenfugacity
from analysesof multicomponentiron-titanium oxides
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Department of Geology
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Abstract
Most analysesof natural iron-titanium oxides contain small but significant amounts of
minor components.In order to determinethe "mole" fractionsof endmemberilmeniteand
ulvcispinel in coexisting oxides for geothermometry, a new recalculation scheme is
proposedbasedon modelsof ionic substitution.This new schemeis consistentwith a new
thermodynamicmodel for the pure Fe-Ti system(Spencerand Lindsley, 1981).It should
also provide a better basis for considerationof the actual effects of minor componentson
the geothermometeras the necessarydata become available.
The temperatures and oxygen fugacities were calculated using several recalculation
schemesfor a large number of published analysesof coexisting Fe-Ti oxides from igneous
rocks. Significantly diferent temperaturesand oxygen fugacities were obtained with the
Spencerand Lindsley geothermometeras opposedto the earlier Buddington and Lindsley
version. Generally the differencesbetween values using various recalculationschemes
were lessthan 30'C and lessthan 0.5 units oflog/e,. The new schemeproposedhere tends
to give temperatureand log/q, valuesfalling in the middle of the rangeof variation. Simply
ignoring, or not analyzingfor, minor componentscan lead to errors in excessof 150'and 4
units of logfor.
Introduction

Carmichael, 1981)and the other by Anderson (1968),
The iron-titanium oxide geothermometerof Budding- have been used (with minor variations) in most work.
Whereasdirect comparisonsof the Anderson and Carmiton and Lindsley (1964) was recently reformulated by
chael schemes(D'Arco and Maury, l98l; Fig. 2 here)
Spencerand Lindsley (1981).The temperatureand oxygen fugacity of equilibrium between coexisting magne- show that in most casesthe diference in temperature is
quite small, certain samplesshow differencesof 30oCor
tite-ulvdspinel (spinel phase)and ilmenite-hematite solid
more between the two schemes.Although the statistical
(rhombohedral
solution
phase) can be obtained from the
compositionsof the two phases.Spencerand Lindsley uncertainty in the fit of the Spencer and Lindsley model
fitted th€ experimental data to a thermodynamic model limits accuracy to 30' at best, the relative precision with
that included the solution propertiesof the Fe3O4-Fe2TiO4 good analysescould be better. Regardlessof accuracy,
(spinel phase) and Fe2O3-FeTiO3(rhombohedral phase) values obtained using different recalculation schemes
cannot be directly compared because the recalculation
solid solutions. The mathematical relationships of S&L
introducesa systematicbias.
allow more precise interpolation and extrapolation within
A new schemeconsidering the effect of ionic substituthe pure Fe-Ti-O system. However, most natural specimens of the iron-titanium oxides contain minor constitu- tion in Fe-Ti oxide solid solutions, consistent with the
solution models of Spencerand Lindsley, is developed
ents such as Mn, Mg, Al, Cr, and Si, which are not
here. Then the effects of using the various schemesand
accountedfor in the geothermometers.
Buddington and Lindsley (1964) recognized the need geothermometersare assessed.Unfortunately, with the
for a good recalculation scheme for analysesof natural data that are presently available, it is not possibleto show
conclusively that any one scheme for recalculation is
specimens.They provided a schemesuggestedby D. R.
better than another.
Wones. Lindsley and Spencer (1982)also suggesteda
schemefor recalculation. However, two other schemes,
Solution models
one suggestedby Carmichael (1967,seealso Ghiorso and
Rhombohedral phase
I Presentaddress:MS-959,U.S. Geological
Survey, Reston,
Yirginia22092.
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The rhombohedral phase is the solid solution between
hematite and ilmenite. (Refer to Lindsley, 1976afor a
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more complete discussion of the crystal chemistry summarized here.) The structure is essentially a hexagonal
close packed array of oxygen atoms with the metal
cations in octahedralinterstices.The metal cations can be
viewed as lying in layers stacked along the [001] axis. In
pure ilmenite there are two slightly different types'of
layers with sites designatedA and B that alternate in the
stacking sequence.In pure ilmenite (spacegroup R3) the
A sites contain Fe2+ and the B sites contain Ti. In pure
hematite (spacegroup R3c) the sites are indistinguishable
containing only Fe3*. The temperatureof the n3 to R3c
transition is above the temperature of equilibration of
most natural ilmenite solid solutions (Ishikawa, 1958;
Lawson and others, l98l) so that only an ordered A-B
model need be considered.
In their work, Spencer and Lindsley considered the
consequencesof a number of solution models and the
configurationalentropy contributions of various ordering
schemes. They found that a relatively uncomplicated
modelof ionic substitution(Spencerand Lindsley, Equation l3) was adequateto representtheir data. This model
was equivalent to Equation 4, model B of Rumble (1977),
which was derived from the well known expression for
configurationalentropy S".
5" = -R )

)

a/'o

/n X"o

(1)

qs

Here the subscript s refers to the ionic species,q to the
type of crystallographic site, ao is the number of q sites
per formula unit, and Xrq is the mole fraction of speciess
on site q. For this model Ti is assumedto be restricted to
the B sites, as in pure ilmenite, where it mixes randomly
with Fe3*. Then Fe2* is restricted to the A sites and
mixes randomly with the remainder of the Fe3*. The
amount of Fe3* on the A and B sites must be equal in
order to maintain charge balance (for the pure Fe-Ti
system).Theseconstraintsand Rumble'sEquation4 can
then be written:
5" : -R (2nTi,sIn nr;,s * 2 n1.t*,sln zp"rt,s) (2)
where n1;,s,for instance,is the numberof Ti ions on the
B site per formula unit. X in Spencer and Lindsley's
Equation 13 is equivalent to the number of moles of Ti on
the B site, which in the pure Fe-Ti systemis equivalentto
the mole fraction of the ilmenite "molecule." l-X, then,
is the number of moles of Fe3* on the B site. which is
equivalent to the number of moles of hematite.
The configurational entropy model can be extended to
include the minor elementsif they can be assignedto the
proper sites. At present, these site preferencesare speculative. At least Mg shows complete solid solution with
Fe2+ (geikielite-ilmenite) and probably has a similar ordered structure. The oxides of the common minor trivalent ions are isostructural with hematite (CrzOr, AlzOr,
VzOr; Bloss 1971, p. 252). CrzOz enters an apparently
ideal solution with hematite and has a significant solu-
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bility in geikelite(MgTiO+)(Muan, 1975).In the AlzOr
FezOr system there is a solvus and an intermediate
compound (FeAlOl, monoclinic) at high temperatures,
but there is about l0% solubility of AlzOr in hematite
(Levin and others, 1964).Although little else is known,
simple ionic radius is not likely to be a good predictor of
site preference,becausethe A and B sites are essentially
the same in size. Charge (or charge/radius)does seem to
be important, however. It will be assumedhere that the
divalent ions (M2*) will be confined to the A site with
Fe2*. that the 4+ ions (M4*) are on the B sites with Ti
and that the trivalent ions (M3*) and Fe3+ are randomly
mixed in equal proportions on both sites. In other words,
free substitution is allowed among ions of like charge.
Following Equation I the ideal configurational entropy
becomes:
S" = -R

ln np",,,6* hi,s

(n"*-,r,

(3)

' ln rz1;.sI 2 np6,,e ltt [p"r+,s

1\

nno,.tln n!,a.g
lf
jJ/

ny.a ln ftui.e * )

(the terms in square brackets are the contribution of the
"minor" elements to the configurational entropy of the
solution.)Note that np"z*,4does not have to equal z1;,s'
Also, np"r*,4and np"r*,smust be equal(to combinein the
third term of Equation 3), but they do not have to equal
(l - nri,s).The minor elementsmake up any differencein
charge balance and site occupancy.
The contribution of the ideal configurationalentropy to
the free energy of the solution is simply Equation 3
multiptied by -T. The contribution to the chemical
potential of a given component (natural logarithm of ideal
activity) is obtained by differentiating equation 3 with
respect to the number of moles of the component in
question (ilmenite for examPle).

I t as" \

--l:-l
R \ d npsl;e,/

=Indpgl;s,

d (np"r* ln np"z*,4)

d (nri,r ln nri,s)

d nrerior

d np"tio,

2(zp"r*,s ln np"r*) , d (nMi ln rMi)
, d
-T
d nF"Tro.
d nrerior

+

(4)

The stoichometry of endmember ilmenite requires that
any change in np'1;e, result in an equal change in both
/lpsz+,4
&Ddft;,s, €V€tlthoughnp"z*,4doesnot equaln1;,9'
d np.r.*,6: d n'ri,s = d nr"rior

(5)

But elementsother than Fe2* and Ti are unchangedby a
changein the ilmenite component.
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0:

d rna,

d zp.r*.g

d nr"rio,

d nr'"rio,

(b/

Equation 4 then reduces to:
ln as"1;6,: ln np"z*,4* ln n1;,g.

(7)

Since all Fe2* is on site A and all Ti on site B we can
combine and take the antilogarithms to obtain:
dFeTio,

:

(np"z*,p)

(211,p)

(8)

where np"z*,pindicates the total number of Fe2+ions per
formula unit. It should be noted at this point that this
model is really independent of the way the minor elementsare distributed. All Cr might be on the A site and Al
on-theB site so long as all Fe2+is on A, all Ti is on B, and
Fe" is equally divided betweenthe two.
In a similar way we can obtain the ideal activitv of
hematitein such a solution.
= nl"r*,4 = (0.5 np"r*,p)2
aFezor

(9)

The factor 2 in the logarithmic expressionused by Spencer and Lindsley (their Equation 13) leads to a squared
relationshipbetweenSpencerand Lindsley'sX11_and the
ideal activity defined above. For pure FeTiO3-Fe2O3
binary solutions this leads to:

&r. = kTi,tot: \Cfr@

(10)

| -

(l l)

and
rpsrr.4 = 0.5 n p"r*,p.

Xn-:

The activities of ilmenite and hematite appearas a ratio in
the equilibrium constant of the exchangereaction, Kexch.
(Spencerand Lindsley, Equation l8). Extrapolatingthe
activities in the multicomponent solution to the binary
Fe2O3-FeTiO3join, keeping a constant ratio of the ideal
activities, gives an apparent mole fraction of ilmenite.
X1a, at the binary.

Xir.:

V(zp"z*,p)(n11,p)

(0.5 np",.,p) * V(zp"z*,p)(n1;.p)

(r2)

Perhapsthe most critical unknown factor in the model
above is the possibility that a strong site preferenceof the
minor trivalent cations could displace Fe3+from the A or
B site preferentially. If this could be demonstrated.
r2pgr+,4
&nd npsr+,sWould be different, and Equation 9
would become:
4Fe2o3 :

(np"r*,4)

(np"r*,g)

(eA)

The squareroot of this activity would replaceO.5np"r*,p
in
Equationsl0 and 11. FortunatelyAl, Cr, and V are not
abundantin ilmenite solid solutions in equilibrium with a
spinel phase, and the maximum possible shift in X, for
any natural ilmenite is probably less than I mole percent.
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Spinel phase
The crystallographyofthe Fe-Ti spinelsis discussedin
detail by Lindsley (l976aand 1976b).All spinel structures
are basedon an arrangementof oxygens approximatinga
cubic close packed arrangement.The metal cations occupy certain octahedral (d) and tetrahedral (a) interstices
betweenthe oxygens. The oxygensand metal cations can
be viewed as a stackingoflayers along the [lll] axis in
the sequence O-d-O-ada-O-. The importance of this
"layering" in controlling crystal properties is reflected in
the predominantoccurrenceof octahedral(l1l) habit in
all spinels and the fact that oxidation in Fe-Ti spinels
produceshematite lamellae pafallel to the (lll) plane.
There are two octahedral cations and one tetrahedral
cation per formula unit. The structure is extremely flexible and a large number of elementscan combine to form
spinels. Given the general formula ABzO+, spinel structures are "normal" when A cations occupy the tetrahedral sites and B cations occupy only octahedral sites.
"Inverse" spinels, however, have one half of the B
cations on the tetrahedral sites and the other half of the B
cations and the A cations on octahedral sites. With
increasing temperature the cations can become disordered on all sites (see Navrotsky and Kleppa, 1967).
Magnetite and ulvcispinelare "inverse spinels" and their
structural formulae could be written Fe3+[Fe2+Fe3+]O4
and Fe2*[Fe2*TlfO4([ ] indicate the octahedral positions).
There is an extensive body of literature on the site
preferences of cations in pure stoichiometric spinels
leading to predictions of normal ys. inverse structure
(Price e/ al., 1982).However, only a small part of this
literature has application to spinelsofgeological interest.
Recently,Sack(1982)developeda modelfor the activities
of endmemberspinelcomponentsby takinginto consideration the available data of this type and the limited phase
equilibrium data that exists for spinel systems.For ulvcispineland magnetite,the configurationalentropy terms in
Sack'sactivity expressionsare equivalentto expressions
independentlyderived here from a considerationof ulv<ispinel-magnetitesolutionsonly.
There are several models which have been proposed
for the distribution of ions in magnetite-ulvrispinelsolutions. (Lindsley (1976a)discussesthesein detail and his
Figure L-8 is a particularly clear presentation.) Recent
data (Wechsler,l98l) suggeststhat an Akimoto distribution model "with a hint of ordering" is appropriatefor the
magnetite ulvrispinel solid solution. Only the Akimoto
distribution (Akimoto, 1954)will be consideredhere. For
this distribution model the two octahedral sites always
contain one Fe2+per formula unit. Ti and Fe3* substitute
on another octahedral site and Fe2+ and Fe3+ substitute
on the tetrahedral sitesin ratios equal to the molar ratio of
ulvrispinel to magnetite.
Spencerand Lindsley (1981)found that their datacould
be fitted to a molecular model of solution. The molecular
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are perfectly ordered to form spinel"molecules", i.e.,
MgAlzOa,FeCrzO+,etc. Recalculationschemesbasedon
sequentialcalculationof a set of "molecules" (such as
Anderson, 1968;Buddingtonand Lindsley, 1964;Lindsley, 1982)assume,in effect, that there is a very high
degreeof ordering, even for Fe2+ and Mg. Lindsley and
Spencer(1982)presenteddata suggestinga coupling of
Mn and Ti, but there is little evidence to justify a
particular schemefor other elements.The simple sequential schemesalso imply ideal molecular solution which is
probably inappropriate for a multi-site, multi-element
reciprocal solution. Assumption of molecular solution
would lead to unnecessarily complex models for the
nonideal contribution when the necessarydata become
ofthe site occupanciesand
available.Ifthe consequences
for mixtures of "moleentropy
ideal configurational
cules" are considered, as done by Sack (1982), the
resulting activity expressions are equivalent to those
presentedhere, and in either case the nonideal component of activity or excessfree energy of solution can be
expressedby somefunction of composition.
llpsz+ ,6
Ittt.a
Sack (1982) presents complete expressionsfor the
oa"rt O. =
( fl14r+,4 * nfi,O * n1r,4l*,6
hpsz+,4 I lltr4z,
activity of spinel components including ulvtispinel and
magnetite.Ideally it would be preferable to utilize Sack's
(perhaps with modified parameters) in the
(13) expressions
Spencerand Lindsley equations.However, we cannot
simply replacethe activity terms in Spencerand Lindsley
The first term is simply the mole fraction relative to Ti
with those from Sack (1982). As Spencer and Lindsley
and substitutingcations on one octahedralsite. Given the clearly state, their activity coefficients are internally
stoichometry of the Akimoto distribution, all Ti must be consistent, but the refined values of the parametersfor
on the octahedral site and the sum in the denominator one solution are affected by the inaccuracy in assumpmust be equal to 1. If Fe2* does not show a site tions about the other solution and in assumptionsabout
preferencerelative to the other 2* cations, then the next
the standardstate exchangereaction. Spencerand Lindstwo terms are equal to the mole fraction of Fe2* relative ley's models assumea linear temperaturedependenceof
and Equation 13 the Margules parameters.Sack's models are very diferto the sum of aII2+ cations(Xp"2r.521),
becomes
ent(i.e., constantMargulesparametersand temperature
=
"reciprocal bonding terms"). Although both
(r4)
dependent
nai,p(Xp.zr,g2a)2
aFe2Tio4
models are internally consistent and useful for their
where n1;,pis the total Ti cations per formula unit. The
intended purposes, they cannot be simply combined
first term could be viewed as the "molecular" activity of
without refitting of the data and adjustmentof the paramtitanium spinel which is modified for 2* cation substitueters.
tion by the squaredterm. (The Carmichaelschemesimply
Ultimately, the effectsof the minor componentsmay be
takes the first term as Xg"o.) In a similar way the ideal
fitted to an expressionmodelingthe excessfree energies
activity of magnetite can be written:
of multicomponent solutions. There is no uniquely cor(15)
aFet4 : 0.5 ttp"t*,p (rp"z*,52a) (xpsr*,531)
rect model. As pointed out by Sack er a/. (1980,p.373)
model for multiwhere Fe3+ is assumednot to have a significant prefer- even a relatively simple regular solution
of an imposevaluation
may
require
solutions
component
is
ence for tetrahedralor octahedralsites, and Xp",*,53a
As a practicoefficients.
of
regression
number
sibly
large
the mole fraction of Fe3* vs. all other 3+ cations.
may
be a better
equation
empirical
simpler
matter,
a
cal
The apparent mole fraction of ulvospinel (Xfu"') to be
given above,or the
the
expressions
case
In
either
choice.
used in the Spencer and Lindsley formulas is again
(1982),provide a more appropriate
obtained by extrapolation to the binary FerO+-FezTiOr equivalent from Sack
ideal
configuration entropy contribufor
the
expression
join maintaining the ratio of ideal activities.
tion to solutionproperties.

model and the Akimoto model with complete disorder on
each site were considered by Rumble (1977, Fig. 4,
curves A and D). Even if the configurational entropy of
disorder on the octahedral site of the pure endmembersis
removed(as it would be in Spencerand Lindsley's model
for the free energy of solution), the Akimoto distribution
predicts entropies which are twice as high as those of the
molecular model. In order to reconcile apparent molecular solution with the Akimoto distribution there must be
considerableshort range ordering of octahedral Ti with
tetrahedral Fe2* and octahedral Fe3* with tetrahedral
Fe3*. If we assumethat local chargebalanceefects exert
a major control on the apparently "molecular" ordering,
then we could assumean Akimoto type distribution with
all the 4* cations substitutingfor Ti, the 2+ cations
substituting for Fe2+, and all 3* cations substituting for
Fe3*. Local chargebalancedoes seemto be an important
efect in spinels (Bloss, 1971,p. 279). For an "ionic"
model with chargebalanceordering, the activity would be
given by

X J

Xi;.p =

(n1;,p)(rp"zr,s2 1)

(16)

(0. 5 nr",.,e)(XFe3+,s3 +) * (n1;,p)(xp"z*,52a)

The alternative to this schemeis to assumethat the ions

Recalculation Procedure
Although it may not be explicitly stated, virtually all
recalculations (including Anderson, 1968; Carmichael,
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1967;and Ghiorso and Carmichael,l98l) have the effect
of normalizing the cations to a stoichiometric formula and
ofbalancingthe numberofcation chargesby varying the
Fe2*/Fe3*ratio. (Seethejustificationofthis procedurein
Spencerand Lindsley, 1981,p. ll92-3).
A flow sheet for the recalculation procedure recommendedhere is as follows:
(1) Calculate the molar proportions of all cations in the
analysesfor both the rhombohedraland spinelphases.
(2) Normalize the cations in the spinel phase to a
formula unit of 3 sites, and the cations in the rhombohedral phase to a formula unit of 2 sites.
(3) Calculate the sum of the cationic charges per
formula unit and substract8 for the spinel phase.For the
rhombohedral phase subtract 6. The resulting numbers
are the cation charge deficiency (or excess).
(4) Convert Fe2+ to Fe3* to eliminate the charge
deficiency.(Do the reverseto eliminatean excess.)If it is
not possible to balance the charges, the analysis cannot
representa stoichiometric oxide phase.
(5) You now have the number of moles of each cation
per formula unit for both phases.For the spinel phase
only, calculate the mole fraction of Fe2+ relative to the
sum of all 2+ cations, and the mole fraction of Fe3+
relative to all 3+ cations.
(6) CalculateXfu,ousing equation 15, and calculateXi;.
usingequation ll.
(7) Determine T and.fo, using Xf.o and Xl1- with the
relationshipsin Spencerand Lindsley (1981).
A nestc computer program which calculates Z and/e,
using these procedures as well as those of Carmichael
(1967),Anderson(1968)and Lindsley and Spencer(1982)
is available from the author.
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Fig. l Temperature
and oxygenfugacityof equilibrationfor
selectedcoexistingFe-Ti oxideanalyses
compiledby Haggerty
(1976,Table Hg-20).The numbersof the pointsrefer to the
numberof the analysesin Haggerty'stable. Solid circle-as
calculated
usingthe schemerecommended
in this paperandthe
modelof Spencer
andLindsley(l98l). Opencircle-asgivenin
Haggerty(1976).Solidtriangle-as calculatedusingthe scheme
recommended
in this paper and Fig. 5 of Buddingtonand
Lindsley (1964).The dashedline representsthe shift in
temperature
andoxygenfugacitydueto the diferencebetween
the Spencerand Lindsley (1981)and the Buddingronand
Lindsley (1964)geothermometers.
The temperaturesand
oxygen-fugacities
of the hematite-magnetite
buffer and the
fayalite-magnetite-quartz
bufferare shownby the heavylines
labeledHM andFMQ. Theseselecteddataarerepresentative
of
the shiftsin all dataso far analvzed.

valuesreported by Haggerty (1976).The major part of the
shift is due to the differences between the Spencer and
Lindsley (1981)formulation and Buddingtonand LindsApplications
ley's (1964)formulation of the geothermometer.The large
A computer program was written to calculate tempera- magnitude of the shifts due to the new Spencer and
ture and oxygen fugacities from analyses of coexisting Lindsley modelwas not expected.Although Spencerand
spinel and rhombohedral phase oxides. This program Lindsley (1981,p. 1196)state "Readers will note only
uses the model of Spencer and Lindsley (1981) and negligibledifferencesbetweenthe old and the new curves
calculates the mole fractions of ilmenite and ulvcispinel in the vicinity of NNO and FMQ buffers. .", the
usingthe Anderson(1968),Carmichael(1967),and Linds- temperatureand oxygen fugacity obtained in this vicinity
ley and Spencer(1982)schemesrecommendedhere. The is extremely sensitive to model (or analytical) variation
output contains the X', T, and log /o, data for all three becausethe two setsof isoplethcurvesintersectat a very
methods. Using this program, T and iog ,fo, data were Iow angle. Samples at temperatures over 800"C and at
calculatedfor the 51 analysesof "RepresentativeCoex- lower temperaturesnear the FMQ buffer are shifted to
istingOxides" compiledby Haggerty(1976,TableHg-20, lower T and .fo,. Samplesplotting at low temperatureand
p. Hg-259) as well as several suites of analyses from
high f6, are shifted to higher ? and f6,. Samplesplotting
Stormer (1972) and Whitney and Stormer (1976). Examnear or below FMQ are shifted by as much as 150" in
ples of these results are shown in Figure I and Table l.
temperatureand 4 orders of magnitude in oxygen fugacHaggerty's (1976) compilation covers the spectrum of
ity. The shifts are generally parallel to the FMQ and HM
compositions found in igneous rocks. Naturally, such a
buffer curves.
samplewill overemphasizesome unusualcompositions,
Undoubtably such large shifts will force a reevaluation
but the results do cover the range of composition, tem- of the interpretation of much Fe-Ti oxide data, and,
perature and oxygen fugacity expected in igneous rocks.
perhaps, raise some questions as to the validity of the
The results of the temperature and oxygen fugacity
Spencerand Lindsley model. The data presentedhere do
calculations show a considerable difference from the
not in themselves suggest which formulation is more
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Table |. Examples of recalculatedoxide analyses
0xide tJeightPercents
l. sP
S i0 2
I tv7

0.1

r:,

'l

. RH

0.1

4 4e.

AlrOa

vzor-

Cr203
Fe203*
Fe0*
Mn0
Mgo
Ca0
Zn0
libe0r
To[aT

52.96
36.35

o:'

0.02
97.03

7.86
40.43

''-'

4.0
99.49

a.

Jr

s.c
0.4
4.0
52.67
t7

ea

0.7
4.4

98,60

2. RH
42.3
1.5
0.1
0.5
22.41
I 8.37
l?

10 . 3

96.78

3. SP

3. RH

0.09
28.80
1.18
0.97
0.02
I0.74
56.05
0,82
0.50
0 . 14
0.12

0.06
50.32
0.02
0.'11

99.44

99.76

4.34
43.85
0.50
0.49
0.07

4. qP

4. ,RH

28.A0

50.32

::
10.32

2.81

rr,oo

45.23

gs.se

se.sa

C a t i o n sP e r F o r m u l au n i t ( S P . = 3 ,R H . = 2 )
si
Ti
AI

.0039

.0026

:'lo1 :tit9

v
Cr
Fe+3
Fe+2
Mn

Is
UA
LN

Nb+4

I .5705
1. 19 8 0

.l531
.875?

:'l': :01':
.0004

.0932
.2448
.0095
.1t52
r .4440
.8327
. 0 2 16
:':t:

.0468

. 0 0 15
.9550
.0006
. 0 0 1I

i':'l

.0034
.8078
. 0 5 19
.0239
.0006
'r. 3 0 14
. 7485
.0259
.0278
.0055
.0033

XIlm

xusp

.7691
.0428
. 0 0 16
.0096
.4078
. 3 7 14
.0265

.8480

.9728

.0825
.9265
. 0 ]0 7
. 0 18 4
. 0 0 19

.3041
1.8480

.0543
.9728

xIlm

xusp

R e c a l c u l a t e d l i , l o l eF r a c t ' i o n s

Scheme
Stormer
Anderson
C a r mci h a e l
Li ndsl ey

XUrp
.209
.208
. 2 1s
.205

r.c
Stormer
Anderson
C a r mci h a e l
L i n d s le y
l.
3.
4.

it0
709
704
715

xIlm

xurp

.920
. 9 19
.923
. 9 15

.ll0
.037
.093
.l 02

.124

lo9 f02

T.C

-l 5.88
- | f,.6Y

- 16 . 14
-r 5.51

794
724
768
764

,958

.169
. 789

.855
.840
. 8 1I
.841

Iog f02

T.C

log f02

. oco

-l | .40
-r2.05
-12.12
-l2.31

990
955
917
949
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C o n w a yG r a n i t e a n a ' l y s e sl 2 a n d l 7 f n o ml , l h i t n e ya n d S t o r m e r , ( 1 9 7 5 ) .
N e p h e l i n i t e , 8 5 5 - 3 8 0f r o m S t o r m e r ( 1 9 7 2 ) .
T h o l e i i t e , a n a l y s i s 3 5 f r o m H a g g e r t y( 1 9 7 6 )t a b l e H g - 2 0 .
S a m ea s 3 . i g n o r l n g m i n o r c o m p o n e n t s .
F e o a n d F e 2 0 3a s c a l c u l a t e d f r o m c h a n g eb a l a n c e o n g i v e n n u n b e r o f s i t e s .
Storrner- schemerecormendedin this paper.
A n d e r s o n- r e f e r t o A n d e r s o n( . | 9 6 8 ) .
C a n m i c h a e- l r e f e n t o C a r m i c h a e(l 1 9 5 7 ) .
L i n d s l e y - r e f e r t o L l n d s l e y a n d S p e n c e r( 1 9 8 2 ) .

accurate. On philosophical grounds an objective mathematical fit is preferred, but such a fit then dependsupon
the adequacyof the assumptionsin the model.
The different effects ofusing each ofthe three recalcu- .
lation schemes are shown in Table I and Figure 2.
Analyses I and 2 were selectedbecausethey included

large amounts of some unusual elements. Analysis I
contains 4 percent of NbzOs in the rhombohedral phase.
Nb and Ti commonly exhibit isomorphoussubstitution in
a variety of oxide and silicate structures (Vlasov, 1966).
The valence of Nb varies from 3+ to 5* and it has an
ionic radius in the 4+ and 5+ state that is similar to Ti.
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Fig. 2. The diferences in temperatureand oxygen fugacity betweenthe schemerecommendedin this paperand Anderson (1968)solid symbols-and Carmichael (1967)---opensymbols. All of the analysesof coexisting Fe-Ti oxides are from the compilation by
Haggerty (1976,Table Hg-20) are plotted. T and log fo, calculationsare basedon the model of Spencerand Lindsley (1981).
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Most discussion in the geological literature (including
Vlasov, 1966)assumesa valence of 5+ for Nb in all
minerals. The analysesdo not always show a stoichiometry requiringa 5+ valence,and in view ofthe ubiquitous
substitutionfor Tiaa, it seemspossiblethat Nba* may be
the ionic speciesin many Ti minerals. The equilibrium log
.fo, calculatedfor the reduction of pure NbzOsto NbO2 is
only a few units below FMQ (data from Robie et al.,
1977),so that the solution of Nba+ in oxide minerals is
probably not unreasonable.Presenceof Nb3+ (as assumed by Whitney and Stormer, 1976)probably does
require unreasonablylow oxygen fugacities. Calculation
as Nb5+ a.fects the Fe3+/Fe2+ratio and requires either
vacanciesor an imbalance of Fe3* on A and B sites in
ilmenite. Trial calculations with analysis I sp show that
calculation with Nba+ (substituting simply for Ti) gives a
more consistent I and /e,. Because rather different
assumptions are made in the diflerent schemes, it is
surprising that the large amount of Nba+ produces very
little difference between the schemesin calculated T and
f o,'
Analysis 2 was selectedbecauseof the large amountsof
Mg in the rhombohedral phase and Mg and Al in the
spinel phase. If the rhombohedral phase were calculated
as "molecules", the amount of geikelite (MgTiO3) would
be almost double the amount of hematite and equal to the
ilmenite component. But, the greatesteffect on T andf 6,
calculationsis seenin the spinel phase(seePinckney and
Lindsley, 1976).In the Anderson scheme Mg2TiOais
calculated before Fe2TiOa.Therefore, in analyses with
large amounts of Mg (not compensatedby enoughAl for
MgAlzOn)the activity of ulvrispinel is probably underestimated. The Carmichael scheme also probably underestimates Xirsp. It efectively ratios Ti to all other tetrahedral cations, not just the Fe3+ of magnetite.There is,
unfortunately, no way of determining which temperature
is most correct, but the schemepresentedhere does give

the highest temperature (though all of the temperatures
seem somewhatlow for a mafic volcanic rock).
Analysis 3 shows the effect of the calculations on
coexisting oxides which contain a large number of minor
components,none of which is very abundant(only Al2O3
reaches I wt.Vo). Analysis 4 shows the effect of simply
ignoring these minor elements (or not analyzing for
them). The important thing to note here is that the
temperature changes by more than 150' and oxygen
fugacity by almost four orders of magnitude. This difference is due largely to the diference in Xjp- and it is
magnifiedby the near parallelism of the isopleths at low
oxygenfugacitiesas discussedabove.
Figure 2 shows the difference in temperatureand in log
.fo, between the scheme recommended here (always
plotting at 0.0) and the Anderson and Carmichael
schemes.The scalesof Figure 2 are greatlyexpanded,but
the ratio of the 7 and log fo, scales is the same as in
Figure l; hencelog -fo, vs. ? slopesare the same.Much of
the scatter is very roughly parallel to the FMQ and other
"buffer" curves. The values for the schemerecommended in this paper, the Anderson scheme, and the Carmichael schemelie approximately on a line (exceptfor a few
unusualsamples).This line is also parallel to the "buffer"
curves. This parallelism makes it difficult to select the
"best" schemeon the basis of natural data alone.
The data presentedin Figure I show that the diference
betweenrecalculationschemesis lessthan 30'and 0.5 log
unit for most samples. (This has also been the case for
much data that has been calculatedbut not used here due
to spacelimitations.) In a majority of casesthe choice of a
particular recalculation scheme could result in a shift
about equal to the uncertainty in the Spencerand Lindsley model(1981,p. 1198).However,under some f and
.fo, conditions, the oxide equilibria are extremely sensitive with respect to compositional variation. As noted
above,this sensitivityis due to the nearparallelismofthe
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ilmenite and ulvcispinelisoplethsat and below FMQ. The
basalts,which show considerablescatterin FigureZc,faIl
in this region.
The temperatures and oxygen fugacities calculated
using the scheme presented here are in many cases
intermediate between those calculated by the Anderson
and Carmichaelschemes(seeAnalysis l, Table I for an
example with unusual composition). Consideringall cases, there is a tendency for the variation due to the
Anderson or Carmichael calculation scheme to scatter
equally to values higher and lower than the scheme
presentedhere.(Interestingly,the schemepresentedhere
is generally closer to the Anderson scheme than the
Carmichaelscheme.)The schemeproposedby Lindsley
and Spencer (1982) also produces variations similar to
those shown. Temperature and log f orare usually within
the range of the Anderson or Carmichael schemesbut do
not consistently follow either.
Conclusions
The minor componentsin the Fe-Ti oxides can have a
significantefect on the temperaturesand oxygen fugacities calculatedusing the Spencerand Lindsley (1981)or
Buddingtonand Lindsley (1964)geothermometers.The
calculation of the proper apparent mole fractions of
ulvrispinel and ilmenite to use in these geothermometers
is important. Unfortunately, there are not sufficient experimentaldata to adequatelydetermine the effectsof the
minor components ahd to properly account for them in
recalculationfor geothermometry.Alumina, in particular,
is often present in significant amounts and is Iikely to
have a highly non-ideal relationship. The experimental
determinationof its effect on the activity of magnetiteand
ulvclspinelin Fe-Ti oxide spinel phases would be very
important work.
The Anderson (1%8) and Carmichael(1967)schemes
for the recalculation of multicomponent Fe-Ti oxides are
typical of previous attempts to account for the minor
components.Theseschemesdependupon the calculation
of mineral "molecules" in a specified sequence.The
scheme recommended here is derived from a consideration of a simple ideal model of substitution in the Fe-Ti
oxide minerals.This schemeis more consistentwith the
model used by Spencer and Lindsley for fitting the
experimentaldata (at least for the rhombohedral phase).
This schemeor some similar model should be more useful
as a basis for consideration of the real effects of the
substitutionof the various minor constituents.
For the majority of coexisting Fe-Ti oxide samples,the
difference between recalculation schemeswill be of the
same magnitude as the uncertainty in the model for the
pure system. However, in some cases there will be a
significant difference, and for all casesprecise comparisons between suites of sampleswill require the use of a
consistent recalculation scheme. The scheme recommended here gives temperature and oxygen fugacity
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values that are generally intermediatewith respect to the
Andersonand Carmichaelschemes.
The position of the ilmenite and ulvcispinel isopleth
curves shown by Spencerand Lindsley (1981)are only
slightly shifted with respect to temperature and oxygen
fugacity,from those of Buddingtonand Lindsley (196a).
However, the changesin temperature and oxygen fugacity obtained for many samples will be very significantly
different. Values obtained with the Buddington and
Lindsley (1964)geothermometercannotbe directly compared with values obtained using the Spencerand Lindsley geothermometer. Older data must be reevaluated
using the Spencer and Lindsley calibration before comparisons can be made.
Note added in proof
It has recently become apparent that the discrepancy
between the Buddington and Lindsley (1964) and the
Spencerand Lindsley (1981)geothermometers
could be
due to the assumptionof constant A.Fland AS over a very
large temperaturerange for the exchangereaction (equations I and I I in Spencerand Lindsley, l98l). There may
be a significant temperature coefficient as seen in a ACo
about l0 Joules/deg.K.Recentrock melting experiments
(R. Helz, pers. comm.) suggestthat temperaturesobtained using the Buddingtonand Lindsley (1964)curves
may be more accurate,at least for basaltic rocks near and
below the QFM oxygen buffer curve. This does not affect
the major conclusionsof this paper,and the recalculation
procedure presentedhere is applicable to either geothermometer.
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